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SUMMARY The present paper proposes two novel and practical
schemes for distributed and asynchronous power control in wireless ad
hoc networks, in which users dynamically share several frequency bands
as in “cognitive radio” networks. These schemes iteratively adjust transmit
powers of individual network transmitters with respect to mutually caused
interference in the shared bands. Their most attractive feature is that they
find network-wide acceptable trade-offs to diverse signal-to-noise and in-
terference (SINR) requirements and efficiently use techniques of stochastic
approximation and time-averaging to guarantee a robust performance in
random channels. Advantageously, both proposed algorithms do not as-
sume any particular modulation, coding, QoS measure definition or net-
work architecture, which assures their high applicability in the industry
and research. Moreover, the broad definition and non-linear nature of these
schemes mathematically generalize and thus encompass as a special case
many widely deployed power control schemes such as e.g. those for achiev-
ing fixed SINR targets or using game-theoretic utility maximization. Sim-
ulations are provided to illustrate our approach and its better performance
compared to standard algorithms.
key words: cognitive radio, ad hoc networks, power control, distributed,
asynchronous, equilibrium, frequency band sharing

1. Introduction

Adaptive transmit power allocation and control is a chal-
lenging problem in the design of mobile wireless networks
with inter-user interference, because an effective power and
interference management is essential to promote the quality
of service and communication efficiency [1].

An intensive research in the context of the third gen-
eration (3G) and beyond systems such as e.g. the UMTS,
cdma2000 or WCMDA cellular data networks [2] has
lead to the development and deployment of several well-
performing power control schemes. They commonly consist
of two or even more nested transmit power control loops,
whose purpose is to maintain the received uplink signal-to-
interference ratio (SINR) at some target level throughout
the transmission [2]. This in turn allows to guarantee cer-
tain quality-of-service (QoS) in terms of constant bit-error
rate, outage probability or transmission efficiency [3]. The-
oretically, such schemes can be successfully approximated
by models, in which transmit power control is assigned as
a linear function of the receiver interference, whose slope
corresponds to the target SINR [4], [5].
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Recent advances in wireless engineering have also wit-
nessed the emergence of two new approaches to system de-
sign of wireless networks. First, it is the concept of “cog-
nitive radio” [6], in which cognitive terminals search for
available frequency bands and use them for temporary trans-
missions as secondary users instead of idle primary owners.
The other approach is based on multihop “ad hoc” network-
ing [7], which is carried out without the support from any
predetermined (cellular) infrastructure.

Such networks are attractive conceptually and in appli-
cations, but their power control implies new problems such
as the need for QoS-aware distributed and asynchronous so-
lutions, which is in strong contrast to the centralized and
linear power control of above mentioned cellular systems.
To answer the new challenge and avoid also the possible
divergence of the early algorithms [4], [5], recent works in-
spired e.g. by [8]–[11] have tried to apply game-theoretic
maximization of QoS related utility functions. These works,
however, depart from strongly application dependent sys-
tem models (cellular CMDA system) and offer results with
low mathematical generality or practical universality (as-
suming strong restrictions on used utility functions). More-
over, we showed in our previous work [12] several practi-
cal and mathematical limitations of the utility emphasizing
power control models.

2. Paper Contributions and Outline

Developing our own innovative theoretical results towards
real-life applications and building upon its advanced math-
ematical tools [13]–[15], we describe in a detailed fashion
two new ways of how to practically equip wireless terminals
with the ability of asynchronous and distributed power con-
trol in the attractive context of modern cognitive networking
with no (cellular) infrastructure support.

For this purpose, we avoid in accordance with [12] the
limited utility maximization approach and apply our own
more flexible best-response approach [14] to distributed
power control in shared bands. Therein, each active trans-
mitter periodically updates its transmit power to a value,
which is given by a best-response function having the co-
channel interference at the receiver as its input.

Importantly, we leave upon network users themselves
to distributively define such functions according to their in-
dividual preferences and local network conditions. There-
fore, said functions will be discussed as time-variant and
generally nonlinear without any further assumptions, which
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in fact generalizes the purely linear case of [4], [5], resp.
3G systems with fixed SINR targets and also the one of
[8]–[11] with their stationary and simplified cellular mod-
els. This allows to analyze even highly complicated systems
with nonlinear power allocation strategies and SINR prefer-
ences variable in time and space such as e.g. in systems, in
which time instants with low interference are used for bursty
data transmissions at high SINR, whereas during stronger
interference conditions the transmitters prefer to rather wait
and save power.

Noting that lack of similarly general, yet complex and
unified references in this field, we furthermore state that the
two proposed power control schemes are characterized by
the following innovative and non-trivial features:

• distributed and asynchronous convergence to stable so-
lutions to the trade-off between link-centric transmit
power allocation preferences and resulting interference
to others in used shared bands by iteratively solving a
non-cooperative power control/allocation game;
• achieving finally an overall acceptable and steady equi-

librium state, in which each transmitter’s power is opti-
mally adapted to the equilibrium interference from oth-
ers in the sense of eliminating any rational incentive to
deviate therefrom;
• robust performance in random channels of both ergodic

and non-ergodic type thanks to the usage of stochastic
approximation and time-averaging.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 sum-
marizes the two power control schemes for both ergodic
and non-ergodic channels. In Sects. 4 and 5, we describe
necessary design techniques for assuring their convergence
to overall acceptable network-wide equilibria. Section 6
discusses an illustrative design example, characterized by
global exponential convergence to a unique equilibrium.
Section 7 presents numerical results, proving the potential
of our approach to outperform standard game-theoretic al-
gorithms. Conclusion follows in Sect. 8.

3. System Model and Summary of Proposed Schemes

In our model, we assume a mobile multihop ad hoc network
with several mutually orthogonal (noninteracting) frequency
bands and composed of cognitive terminals (see Fig. 1).
These scan the usable frequency spectrum and communicate
opportunistically in bands, which are currently not used by
their primary owners. The scanning and band selection pro-
cess can be based for example on the evaluation of current
interference constraints as in [6]. Clearly, each frequency
band can accommodate several simultaneously active links.
Links correspond to concurrent single-hop transmissions of
primary and/or secondary users.

The orthogonality among different channels can be
achieved by combining techniques of time-division multi-
ple access (TDMA) or frequency-division multiple access
(FDMA). Within one orthogonal channel, different links can
use code-division multiple access technique (CDMA) for

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of sharing of available frequency bands,
freed temporarily by their licensed primary owners, by unlicensed sec-
ondary users.

separating ongoing transmissions, which however does not
eliminate the necessity of power control due to the near-far
effect and others [16].

In order to propose our two schemes, suppose in gen-
eral N simultaneously active links in one given band and let
channel gain hi j represent the power loss due to the chan-
nel from the transmitter of link i to the receiver of link j for
i, j ∈ I = {1, . . . ,N}. This comprises path loss, multipath
fading, shadowing and other radio propagation effects, as
well as CDMA processing gain [1].

We think of the power allocation/control process as of
individual decision making in a non-cooperative environ-
ment. At the beginning of a data transmission period, the i-
th link’s transmit power σi — used for transmitting the data
signal — is set to some initial value σinit

i (later conditions for
global convergence are discussed, whereby in such a case
any σinit

i is possible).
During the subsequent transmission time, each link’s

transmitter adjusts its power σi periodically with period T >
0 in time instants tk

i ∈ [τk, τk+1) for all τk and integer k such
that τ0 = 0 and τk+1 − τk = T . Transmit power updates are
assumed to be asynchronous, i.e., update times tk

i � tk
j for

each links i and j � i and given k.
To be more specific, the power updates are carried out

in the following way. During each update period [τk, τk+1),
every link’s receiver measures the power, at which it re-
ceives data packets from its transmitter, and also measures
the interference power from other links. For example, the
interference power can be measured in short time instances
located inbetween the intervals, dedicated to the actual re-
ception of individual data packets.

In the next step, the receiver calculates the most de-
sirable received power of the data packets signal using so-
called best-response function Bi [13], whose input is the
measured co-channel interference power. This function as-
signs to each possible co-channel interference value the
most desirable received power necessary to overcome the
given interference from other links and achieve an accept-
able connection according to link i’s individual preferences.
Having calculated the desired received power, the receiver
calculates an update factor f , given by the ratio of the cal-
culated desired received power and the value of the mea-
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sured actual received power, and submits this factor to the
transmitter in a short signaling packet (or for example jointly
with the acknowledgement of a data block reception). The
link’s transmitter then updates its transmit power to a new
power, obtained by multiplication of the previously used
power output with the acquired factor f .

Throughout this work, we assume Bi to be generally
different (and possibly slowly time-variant) among individ-
ual links in order to respect their different network condi-
tions and preferences on SINR. Based on this general system
model, we propose the following two asynchronous and dis-
tributed power control schemes for each individual link i: (a)
a scheme, suitable for ergodic channels; and (b) a scheme,
suitable for non-ergodic channels.

3.1 Power Control for Ergodic Channels

A channel gain process is ergodic, if roughly speaking a
short time scale average of hi j is equal to its overall aver-
age. This means that the randomness of the channel gain
can be averaged out (removed) over time. For this reason
long-term constant bit rates can be supported in e.g. AWGN
channels or fast Rayleigh fading channels. Therefore, in the
proposed power control scheme for ergodic channels, each
link’s receiver estimates its average interference power by
simply averaging several interference measurements during
each update period and based on this averaged information
calculates the corresponding best-response transmit power
using its Bi. Then it notifies the transmitter about the update
factor f , which updates its power by multiplication with this
factor. More precisely, said scheme is given by the follow-
ing protocol (see Fig. 2 for a schematic illustration)

1. in each time period [tk
i , t

k+1
i ), link i’s receiver (RX)

• collects over the period [tk
i , t

k+1
i ) samples of the re-

ceived power σRX
i = hiiσi from its transmitter and

also the interference power IRX
i = hT

−iσ−i from
other links than link i (index −i), where vectors

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the proposed distributed power con-
trol scheme for cognitive ad hoc networks with ergodic channels using gen-
eral best-response functions Bi (index RX is omitted for clarity).

h−i and σ−i have elements hi, j�i, resp. σ j�i;
• estimates based on these samples the correspond-

ing average values σ̄RX
i and ĪRX

i of the received
power, resp. interference power from other links,
sharing the same band;
• calculates the most desirable received power (or

“best response”) σRXbest
i = Bi(ĪRX

i ) for the given
average interference value ĪRX

i ;
• submits the factor f = σRXbest

i /σ̄RX
i to its transmit-

ter (TX) e.g. in a data acknowledgement packet or
separately over a dedicated signaling channel;

2. said transmitter of link i updates upon the acquisition
of the factor f its transmit power σi by multiplication
with f to a new output power σk+1

i = fσk
i ,

whereby Bi are discussed as functions with a general form
in order to incorporated different needs and requirements
of different industrial designers. In principle, such a power
control scheme is attractive from a practical point of view,
because Bi can be easily implemented in any device by a
simple memory chip, containing a lookup table with values
of Bi for different interference values (see Fig. 2).

3.2 Power Control for Non-ergodic Channels

Channel gain hi j is non-ergodic, if its short time scale av-
erage is not equal to the overall average. This unfortu-
nately means that long-term constant bit rates cannot be
theoretically supported by simply averaging out the chan-
nel gain randomness over time as in the previous case.
A more advanced design of power control is therefore
needed. For this purpose, we propose the following stochas-
tic approximation-based algorithm. In every update period,
each link’s receiver measures similarly to the previous cases
the average values of interference and received power, but
calculates its power update with respect to Bi as equal to
σ̄RX

i + α
k
i (Bi(ĪRX

i ) − σ̄RX
i ), where αk

i is the algorithmic step-
size, slowly decreasing with increasing k. If the power up-
date exceeds the maximum power limit Pmax

i , it is truncated
to some restart value σinit

i < Pmax
i ∀i ∈ I . Then similarly to

the previous case, the receiver notifies the transmitter about
the update factor f , which then updates its transmit power
output for data by multiplication with this factor. More pre-
cisely, we define the non-ergodic channel algorithm as fol-
lows (see Fig. 3 for a schematic illustration):

1. in each time period [tk
i , t

k+1
i ), link i’s receiver

• estimates similarly to the previous scheme the av-
erage values σ̄RX

i and ĪRX
i of its received power,

resp. interference power from other links based on
samples of σRX

i and IRX
i ;

• calculates σRXbest
i = σ̄RX

i + αk
i (Bi(ĪRX

i ) − σ̄RX
i ),

where αk
i is the link i’s own algorithmic step-

size such that (i) ak
i > 0; (ii) ak

i

k→∞−−−−→ 0; (iii)∑∞
k=1 ak

i = ∞ and (iv) 0 < lim infk→∞ ak
i /a

k
j =

lim supk→∞ ak
i /a

k
j a.s. ∀ j � i.
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the proposed distributed power con-
trol scheme for cognitive ad hoc networks with non-ergodic channels using
general best-response functions Bi (index RX is omitted for clarity).

• compares σRXbest
i with its maximum power limit

Pmax
i > 0 and:

– ifσRXbest
i > Pmax

i , thenσRXbest
i is set to a restart

value σinit
i < Pmax

i ∀i (case “NO” in Fig. 3);
– if σRXbest

i ≤ Pmax
i , the algorithm proceeds to

the next step (case “YES” in Fig. 3);

• submits the factor f = σRXbest
i /σ̄RX

i to its trans-
mitter e.g. in a data acknowledgement packet or
separately over a dedicated signaling channel;

2. said transmitter of link i updates upon acquisition of
factor f its transmit power σi by multiplication with f
to a new output power σk+1

i = fσk
i ,

whereby also in this case best-response functions Bi are dis-
cussed in a general form in order to incorporated various de-
sign needs and networking requirements. Similarly, a physi-
cal implementation of Bi by means of a simple memory chip
with a lookup table can be used (see Fig. 3).

3.3 Mathematical Model

We have shown in [15] that distributed power control
schemes such as the proposed ones can be for analytical
purposes advantageously formulated as a strategic game
[17] and in fact generalize all the previous game-theoretic
schemes with QoS utility maximization [12]. This will be
used in the following sections to analyze their properties.
Setting βi(σ−i)

def
= 1

hii
Bi(hT

−iσ−i), the game is formally de-
scribed by the following three elements:

1. a finite set of active links i ∈ I (game players), simul-
taneously accessing the shared medium;

2. a transmit power σi ∈ Σi (game strategy) for each link
i, where Σi ⊂ �1 defines the power profile of link i;

3. link i’s best-response function βi (transmit power up-
date law);

whereby Σ−i with elements σ−i represents the strategy pro-
file of opponent links −i and is given by Cartesian product of
strategy profiles ΠI \{i}Σ j for all j ∈ I and j � i. The strat-
egy profile Σ with elements σ of the entire game is given
by ΠI Σi for all i ∈ I .

4. Step 1: How to Assure Optimal Control Outcome

Every designer of adaptive power control schemes needs
to first assure by technical means the existence of a desir-
able power control outcome, to which the proposed schemes
would preferably converge. Clearly, the most desirable out-
come of a dynamic power control consists in a final steady
state, in which each link i’s choice of transmit power is op-
timally adapted to the interference from other links with re-
spect to given βi. In terms of our power control game model
with given links as players, it is a steady state, from which
none of concurrently transmitting links has an incentive to
unilaterally deviate by changing its transmit power unless
other active links change their power.

Evidently, if some link terminates its transmission or a
new link suddenly starts to transmit, a new equilibrium has
to be dynamically found by some additional iterations, re-
flecting the changed number of active links in the network
and resulting different interference conditions. Therefore,
each transmitter should use the proposed schemes during
the entire transmission period in order to easily react to such
events. The following design technique, valid for both pro-
posed algorithm, introduces a way of how to technically as-
sure the existence of such a desirable outcome in the form
of Nash equilibrium [17]:
Design Technique 1 (Assuring Nash equilibrium existence
by shaping βi): Let each link’s i transmit power range Σi be
a continuous power range from zero powers to maximum
power Pmax

i . Assume that best-response functions βi for all
i ∈ I are implemented by a detailed memory look-up ta-
ble, which emulates a continuous function, quantized with
a very small quantization step ∆. Then if the memory look-
up table assigns to every interference value a power smaller
than Pmax

i and ∆ → 0, then there always exists a Nash equi-
librium in the distributed and asynchronous power control.
Proof: The notion of said steady state is formalized by a
commonly used concept of Nash equilibrium [17], which
we define accordingly to [14] as a set of allocated powers σ̂
of individual links such that for each link σ̂i = βi(σ̂−i).

Assume now a joint best-response function β as a
Cartesian product of βi for all i ∈ I . In order to work with
β in the context of the entire strategy space Σ, we formally
substitute the argument σ−i of βi by σ, i.e., we extend the
domain set of σ−i ∈ Σ−i to Σ by formally including also Σi.

Then the Nash equilibrium definition σ̂ corresponds
mathematically to the definition of a fixed point of the joint
best-response function β, i.e. σ̂ = β(σ̂). Thus we replace
the search for Nash equilibrium in our power control model
and proof instead the existence of a fixed point σ̂ of β.

To continue, note that if sets Σi are non-empty, compact
and convex sets for all i ∈ I , then also Cartesian products
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Σ and Σ−i of such sets are non-empty, compact and con-
vex sets. At this stage, we can readily use the Brouwer’s
fixed point theorem as a special case of the Kakutani’s theo-
rem [17] and claim the existence of a Nash equilibrium fixed
point in power control with general continuous β, taking ad-
vantage of the fact that these assign σi to σ−i, which can be
formally rewritten as theorem’s mapping of Σ into Σ. �

Although practical devices are using discrete memory
look-up tables with ∆ � 0, all our theoretical results for
continuous best-response functions are still applicable with
a near-optimal performance if the values of functions βi are
quantization in the memory look-up table with a suitably
small step-size ∆.

Such quasi-continuity is important for the above re-
sult. First of all, if β exhibited very large step-size ∆, the
power control might be oscillating around the equilibrium
with large amplitudes. More importantly however, discon-
tinuous best-response functions might not theoretically ad-
mit Nash equilibrium σ̂ = β(σ̂), i.e., have no intersection of
β(σ̂) with line σ̂. This means that is not possible to prove
the general existence of Nash equilibria for discontinuous
or only piecewise continuous best-response functions. Thus
∆ must be kept as small as possible.

5. Step 2: How to Assure Convergence to Equilibria

Having shown the way of assuring the existence of Nash
equilibria in our power control schemes, we now focus on
assuring their convergence to such equilibria. In order to
grasp this problem mathematically and consequently also on
a practical level, we first formally define the power control
dynamics of our proposed schemes.

Assume a state variable θ as a vector of all trans-
mit powers σi in the network at time t in order to capture
the dynamic evolution of network power conditions. Then
we can model the power control dynamics of our game by
a continuous-time dynamics of θ, which is governed by
a standard law of motion, given by N coupled first-order
scalar differential equations [18], [19]

θ̇(t) = β(θ(t)) (1)

where θ̇ denotes the derivative of θ with respect to time t.
Defining now the convergence of the power control dy-

namics (1), we will for analytical purposes conveniently re-
fer to the general convergence of the best-response dynam-
ics (1) to the equilibrium point θ̂ as to the “stability” of this
point (see [15] for details). We say the equilibrium θ̂ is

• stable if for each ε > 0, there is δ = f (ε) > 0 such that
‖θ(0)‖ < δ implies ‖θ(t)‖ < ε for all t ≥ 0;
• asymptotically stable if it is stable and δ can be chosen

such that ‖θ(0)‖ < δ implies limt→∞ θ(t) = 0; and
• unstable if it is not stable.

According to this definition, the convergence of power
control dynamics of θ (i.e. the stability of θ̂) implies that θ
remains after some time in a close neighborhood of θ̂, called
the region of stability, whose size is arbitrarily given by the

function f . Importantly, θ can also oscillate around the
equilibrium θ̂ with acceptably small amplitudes (see [14]
for illustrations). In the case of asymptotical stability, the
close neighborhood is moreover shrinking in time and re-
duces to the equilibrium point itself as time goes to infinity.
Similarly, instability of the equilibrium is equivalent to the
divergence of the power control process.

The above three types of stability can be illustrated by
a simple pendulum example. A pendulum has two equilib-
rium positions. The first one is given by the position, in
which the pendulum is standing upside down on the suspen-
sion point. This equilibrium state is unstable as any minor
spatial shift or deviation leads to the pendulum’s overturn to
a second equilibrium state — the usual downward oriented
position. This second position is in contrary stable, because
when neglecting friction the pendulum oscillates around the
equilibrium if deflected. Assuming friction, the stability of
the downward position is then asymptotical, because the os-
cillation amplitude decreases in time due to energy dissipa-
tion. In analogical terms, the pendulum converges (asymp-
totically) to its (asymptotically) stable bottom equilibrium
and diverges from the unstable top equilibrium.

Having formalized the notion of convergence of the
power control dynamics, we can now state a design tech-
nique, which guarantees the convergence of the designed
power control in the sense of the above definitions. This
technique is defined in such a way so that it is valid for both
proposed algorithms, yet in the case of the second one, in-
stead of βi, a substitute functions β′i = βi−σi should be used
with no loss of generality†.
Design Technique 2a (Verifying power control convergence
for given βi): The power dynamics of θ̇ = β(θ, t) from (1),
where β(0, t) = 0 for all t is an equilibrium point (shifted
with no loss of generality to origin) and D ⊂ �N is the
domain containing the equilibrium θ = 0, converges to θ
if there exists a scalar function V(θ, t) : D → �N having
continuous, first partial derivatives and satisfying

V(0) = 0 and V(θ) > 0 in D \ {0} and

V̇(θ) ≤ 0 in D

In other words, the equilibrium point in origin is stable.
Moreover, if V̇(θ) < 0 in D, then the equilibrium point is
asymptotically stable.
Proof: We build up on the results of [14] and [15]. To be
able to predict future states (and thus also the convergence)
of the power control dynamics of (1) for some initial θ(t0),
there must exist a solution to (1). We understand by a solu-
tion of (1) over time interval [t0, t1] with an initial value θ0

a continuous function θ(t) : [t0, t1] → �N such that θ̇(t) is
defined and θ̇(t) = β(θ(t)) for all t ∈ [t0, t1].

In fact, the continuity assumption of β guarantees al-
ready the existence of at least one solution and as β is con-
tinuous in θ, the solution is also continuously differentiable
(proof is omitted). However, as θ is deterministic and time-
invariant over [t0, t1], it is important to ensure the solution of

†This holds for all design techniques in this section.
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(1) to be unique so that during exactly the same conditions
said dynamics would lead always to the same state.

To ensure this we need all best-response functions to be
also globally Lipschitz property in addition to their continu-
ity [20]. We say that function β is Lipschitz, if β(θ, t) satis-
fies |β(θ, t)−β(τ , t)| ≤ L|θ−τ | for some positive constant L
and all (θ, t) and (τ , t) in some neighborhood of (θ0, t0). In-
tuitively the Lipschitz condition means that a straight line
joining two points of β cannot have slope with absolute
value bigger than L. Clearly, this condition can be easily
assumed to hold with respect to the quantized implemen-
tation of all best-response functions by a discrete memory
look-up table.

It holds that under the above conditions, the unique so-
lution continuously depends on the initial state θ(t0) [20],
which gives us freedom to vary arbitrarily σinit

i . Then by
Lyapunov indirect analysis the above theorem can be stated
in accordance with [14]. �

We can see that the equilibrium is stable (resp. asymp-
totically stable), if there exists a continuously differentiable
positive definite function V(θ) so that V̇(θ) is negative
semidefinite (resp. negative definite), and is unstable if V̇(θ)
is positive definite.

To give an illustrative analogy using the previous pen-
dulum example, examining the energetic conditions of a
pendulum is a possible analytical way of how to determine
its stability. Representing the sum of the potential and ki-
netic energy of the pendulum as the function V , we can
draw a conclusion on stability based on the analysis of its
derivative V̇(θ). Clearly, if V̇(θ) = 0, the pendulum oscil-
lates undisturbed and its energy remains constant. Energy
dissipations due to friction imply a steady decrease of os-
cillations amplitude and therefore V̇(θ) < 0. On the other
hand, energy boosts increase the size of oscillations and cor-
respond to V̇(θ) > 0.

This being said, we proceed in answering how to de-
sign such a function V so as to prove the convergence of
the power control, defined by update functions βi. A precise
tutorial, consisting in the Schultz-Gibson variable gradient
method [21], is given in the next design technique:
Design Technique 2b (Generating Lyapunov function V for
given βi):

• Choose a candidate function grad(V) so that

V̇(θ) = grad(V)Tβ =
∂V
∂θ1
β1 + · · · + ∂V

∂θN
βN

is negative definite, but leave some of its parameters
undetermined.
• The only constraint on the choice of the candidate func-

tion is that its Jacobian matrix J , defined as J =[
∂ gradi(V)
∂θ j

]
, must be symmetric, that is to say

∂ gradi(V)

∂θ j
=
∂ grad j(V)

∂θi

• Calculate the function V(θ) by integration over the

state space along the axes of�N , whereby the undeter-
mined parameters are specified to ensure the positive
definiteness of the final V(θ).

Proof: From the equation V̇(θ) = grad(V)Tβ = ∂V
∂θ1
β1 +

· · · + ∂V
∂θN
βN , we can see that V can be found through inte-

gration of the gradient of V over through state space from
the origin to θ. Since V(θ) has to be scalar, the Jacobian
matrix J must be symmetric for all i, j = I . The corollary
of this requirement is that the integration of V̇ is indepen-
dent on the integration path. So a useful calculus technique
is to integrate along the axes of�N in order to simplify the
integration process. �

While the method is straightforward and general, it
may not be always practical. In contrary, the following
Krasovskii method based design technique quickly tests suf-
ficient conditions for stability of nonlinear systems in the
equilibrium neighborhood:
Design Technique 3 (Verifying power control convergence
for given βi): Assuming with no loss of generality a shift
of the equilibrium point to the origin and defining Jacobian

matrix as J =
[
∂βi

∂θ j

]
θ̂=0

for all i, j = I , the equilibrium is

asymptotically stable, if all eigenvalues of J have real parts
strictly negative.
Proof: This statement follows directly from [20]. �

Clearly, the system designer can just check the eigen-
values of J . If all of them are smaller than one, then
the equilibrium is stable. If however one eigenvalue has
zero real part and the rest is having negative real parts, this
method fails to determine the stability of the origin.

As we have seen, all the above design techniques help
to establish local convergence of the power control in the
equilibrium proximity. Yet as we mentioned already, a prac-
tical system designer is naturally interested in assuring a
global asymptotical convergence to an equilibrium, i.e. the
convergence for any initial transmit power. So the region of
attraction D must be clearly the whole strategy space Σ.

Moreover, global convergence to one isolated equilib-
rium implies that there cannot exist by contradiction another
isolated equilibrium. Thus, although the Design Technique
1 does not guarantee the equilibrium uniqueness (only its
existence), if we assure global convergence to one isolated
equilibrium, its uniqueness follows without assuming fur-
ther unwanted restrictions or additional design steps. As
such, unwanted oscillations between several equilibria can
be elegantly avoided.

The following design technique states how to simply
verify of a practical level, if the choice of βi allows for this.
Such knowledge naturally completes the set of design tech-
niques, necessary for assuring power control convergence.
Design Technique 4 (Verifying global convergence for
given βi):

If V(θ) > 0 from the previous design techniques is such
that V̇(θ) < 0 for all θ � 0 and approaches infinity for ‖θ‖
increasing beyond bounds, i.e., ‖θ‖ → ∞ ⇒ V(θ) → ∞,
then the equilibrium point is globally asymptotically stable.
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Proof: For more details refer to [14] or [20]. �

6. Design Example: Linear/Linearized Power Control

In this section, we illustratively apply our previous results to
the analysis of power control using linear or linearized non-
linear best-response functions in the form β(θ) = Aθ +B
for some matrix A and vector B. Of course, network de-
signer can use this model for linearized analysis of nonlinear
functions. In this case, we assume a continuous differentia-
bility of β at equilibrium θ̂ and a linearized approximation

by β(θ) = Aθ +B with A = ∂β(θ̂)
∂I and B = θ̂.

In accordance with Design Technique 1, one can see
that linear functions can be easily designed so as to assure
the existence of Nash equilibrium, i.e., to make Aθ +B to
map Σ to Σ. Moreover, we can see that every row of A
or B represents a different active link and A is therefore
nonsingular, than there must exist only a unique solution to
θ̂ = Aθ̂ +B, representing coordinates of a unique isolated
intersection point of all βi. In other words, the Nash equilib-
rium of linear β is unique.

As discussed in Design Techniques 2a and 2b, the de-
signer can then verify the stability of the linear dynamics
by finding a Lyapunov function V(θ) = θTPθ, where P
is the solution of Lyapunov equation PA + ATP = −Q
for any positive definite symmetric Q (see [15] for more de-
tails). Clearly, such Lyapunov functions prove not only sta-
bility, but also imply in accordance with Design Technique
4 asymptotical stability, because ‖θ‖ → ∞ ⇒ θTPθ → ∞.

In [15], we also observe that the unique equilibrium
point θ̂ is globally asymptotically stable, if and only if all
eigenvalues of A are smaller in absolute values than one.
This observation implies that the linear power control dy-
namics stabilizes for any initial condition in the equilibrium
with exponential motion θ(t) = θ0exp(At), because the so-
lutions of the system are exponential functions with expo-
nents depending on eigenvalues of A (recall that any matrix
A can be transformed by some nonsingular matrix into a di-
agonal matrix with elements corresponding to eigenvalues
of A, which are negative in this case).

7. Simulations and Numerical Results

7.1 Illustration of Game-Theoretic Power Control

To illustrate numerically the above described concepts and
also to illustrate the favorable exponentially evolving con-
vergence process of the linear or linearized power control
dynamics to a unique equilibrium, we simulate similarly to
[22] a simple ad hoc network with four links and normalized
channel gains H ′(i j) = [hi j/hii]

H ′(i j) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1.00 0.12 1.63 0.42
0.08 1.00 0.95 0.28
0.36 3.33 1.00 1.51
0.68 0.32 3.48 1.00

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2)

performing asynchronous power updates each 10 ms. To

show the adaptivity of the proposed algorithm, we will con-
sider three admission events — (i) at time 0 links 1 and 2
simultaneously start to send continuous data flows; whereby
(ii) links 3 and 4 enter the network at time t = 100 or 200 ms
respectively; (iii) at time 400 ms link 1 ends its transmission.

We perform two power control simulations with this
setup. First, we use a linear best-response algorithm of the
first proposed type for ergodic channels (Fig. 2)

Bi(h
T
−iσ−i) = hiiP

max
i − αih

T
−iσ−i (3)

where Pmax
i = 1 W represents network maximum transmit

power limit. Coefficients αi ∈ [6.7; 2.66; 4.47; 7.1] were
to set to mutually different random numbers in order to il-
lustrate numerically different preferences on best-response
functions among individual network links. Their values are
in accordance with above design techniques. Then we per-
form a comparative simulation based on power control algo-
rithm derived from [8], which is using the following transmit
power update rule

σk+1
i = min

[
argmaxσk

i ∈Σi
u
(
σk

i ,σ
k
−i

)]

u = 8

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 − 2 exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ −hiiσ
k
i

2hT
−iσ

k
−i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

80

/σk
i − σk

i

(4)

Left part of Fig. 4 shows the resulting evolution of
transmit power in time for all transmitters and both algo-
rithms (3) and (4). We clearly observe the impact of all three
admission events, given by a sudden activation of links 3 and
4 or retreat of link 4, which require both algorithms to adap-
tively redefine power conditions in the network. In either
case, algorithms properly react by converging within about
80 ms to a newly defined Nash equilibrium, in which ac-
cording to definition no link is changing its power anymore

Fig. 4 Evolution of (a) transmit powers and (b) corresponding SINR in-
crements (absolute value) for linear best-response scheme and utility based
scheme of [8] with admission events at time 100, 200, 400 ms.
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Fig. 5 Proportional difference of total network Shannon AWGN chan-
nel capacity between linear best-response scheme and utility maximizing
scheme from [8].

(flat parts of graph lines).
Note however that the linear algorithm converges sig-

nificantly faster than the utility maximizing one of [8]. This
fact can be clearly observed in the right part of Fig. 4, show-
ing in absolute values the increments of individual links’
SINRs between consecutive time samples. Non-zero SINR
increments represent the process of convergence to a Nash
equilibrium, whereby its achievement corresponds to flat
zero-valued parts of plot lines.

To evaluate the energetic efficiency in terms of achiev-
able throughput, parameters of both algorithms were set so
that they perform about the same in terms of total Shannon
AWGN channel capacity (differing in only 4.8% as shown
in Fig. 5). Yet the total power expenditure of the proposed
algorithm is 24.3% smaller than the one of the compared
algorithm [8], thus the proposed algorithm is energetically
more efficient.

7.2 Performance Analysis

In the next, we are interested in how can our concept of al-
locating transmit power, based solely on experienced local
co-channel interference, perform in terms of corresponding
SINRs. This is an important issue, because generally speak-
ing the above work does not concern directly some form of
target SINR allocation as e.g. in [22].

Testing the performance by evaluating the allocated
SINRs is however reasonable as many fundamental formu-
las of the wireless engineering theory such as link’s modu-
lation bit-error rate, robustness of coding schemes, receiver
properties, equalization efficiency, channel capacity etc. de-
pend on the relative ratio between its allocated transmit
power and experienced interference [3] and not on allocated
absolute transmit power values.

As we have seen in Sect. 6, the favorable existence of
a unique Nash equilibrium and exponential speed of con-
vergence is theoretically no directly linked to the particular
value of best-response function coefficients αi. Therefore it
remains to show in more detail that the proposed approach
to power control has the potential to provide for a satisfac-
tory power allocation, which we will prove by the following
general simulation.

Its setup is based on a square area of 10 km × 10 km
with changing number of links from 1 to 100. All links

Fig. 6 Improvement of the average network SINR by the proposed algo-
rithm with respect to the comparison one, shown as a function of increasing
number of active network links. Data are averaged over 104 topologies and
interpolated with a polynomial of 16-th order.

are distributed in the network area uniformly distributively
and use linear best-response functions from (3) with αi = 1.
Channel gains hi j are given by path loss with exponent 3.5.

We compare SINRs allocated by this linear best-
response algorithm with SINRs of a comparison algorithm,
which allocates every link’s transmit power such that every
receiver receives the same constant power. This comparison
algorithm can be viewed as inspired by [23]. To ensure a
fair comparison, the actual value of said constant receiver
power is given by the condition that the total sum of trans-
mit powers used by the “constant power” algorithm is equal
to the total sum of equilibrium powers of the linear best-
response algorithm. The advantage of a comparison with
this modern algorithm is that it allows us to conduct a fair
comparison under precisely defined and still realistic condi-
tions. A general comparison of our concept with some other
known algorithms would not be very exact due to their fun-
damental differences to our concept and application specific
constraints such as e.g. in [8].

During the simulation, we slowly increase the number
of active and uniformly randomly distributed links in the
network starting from 1 and ending by 100 and examine
again, how the proposed algorithm can improve the link’s
SINRs compared to the comparison algorithm.

Figure 6 shows the achieved difference of average
SINRs, allocated by both algorithms, as a function of in-
creasing number of active network links. We can see that
our proposed algorithm outperforms the constant received
power algorithm in sparse networks by up to 60 percent and
is still about 10 percent more efficient even in dense net-
works.

The large improvement difference between sparse and
dense networks lies in the fact that in rather sparse networks
the interference can be less homogenous and thus results
in allocation of mutually more different powers with same
best-response functions, giving more chances for a signifi-
cant local SINR improvement, whereas in denser networks,
the interference is more homogenous and yielding therefore
comparable powers, yielding only lower and more balanced
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SINR improvement possibilities. Nevertheless, generally
speaking it seems that in an ad hoc environment, the strategy
to adaptively adjust transmit powers with respect to chang-
ing interference is more advantageous than the strategy of
maintaining a constant received power.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two novel schemes for dis-
tributed and asynchronous power control in modern wire-
less networks, using general best-response functions and a
game-theoretical point of view. Restricting our model by
only minimal possible mathematical assumptions, we assure
global convergence to Nash equilibria and by stochastic ap-
proximation and time-averaging gain a robust performance
in random channels of both ergodic and non-ergodic type.
The presented work is entirely general and application in-
dependent. As an illustration of our results, we show that
stable linear best-response power control converges with ex-
ponential growth to a unique Nash equilibrium and numeri-
cally outperforms comparable power control schemes.
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